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Dear Ms Ingram 
 
BURNLEY’S LOCAL PLAN:  PUBLICATION OF PROPOSED SUBMISSION 
DOCUMENTS 
 
Thank you for inviting comments on Burnley’s Local Plan:  Publication of Proposed 
Submission Documents. 
 
My comments at this stage are as follows: 
 
In relation to the allocation for a traveller's site on Oswald Street (Policy HS7), I have 
received concerns from County Councillor Malik about the capacity of the highway to 
accommodate additional traffic.  Policy HS7 notes that: 
 
The site lies outwith the Green Belt, east of the M65 and proposed employment uses 
(EMP1/14).  Appropriate screening and boundary treatments will be required.  
Lancashire County Council highway engineers have expressed concerns in response to 
previous planning applications on Oswald Street about the additional traffic generated at 
the junction onto Brougham Street, and advise that this and Daneshouse Road have 
safety issues and problems with ‘rat running’ traffic. 
 
Because of this at peak periods, traffic conditions on the highway are challenging in the 
vicinity of Stoney Holme School.  Clearly the addition of further vehicles during these 
peak periods will exacerbate highway pressures.  These will need to be carefully 
assessed. 
 
In addition to this, the following comments have been submitted on behalf of Lancashire 
County Councils School Planning Service 
 
Burnley’s Local Plan: Publication of Proposed Submission Documents comments 
from Lancashire County Council School Planning Team 
 
The following response sets out the current situation delivering mainstream education 
across the district. The current strategy for the provision of school detailed below covers 
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the period up to 2018.  Currently the updated strategy 17/18 to19/20 is out for 
consultation, for the updated version please use the link below: 
 
http://www.lancashire.gov.uk/council/performance-inspections-reviews/children-
education-and-families/school-organisation-reviews.aspx 
 
Overall Summary  
 
Section 14 of the Education Act 1996 dictates that Lancashire County Council's statutory 
obligation is to ensure that every child living in Lancashire is able to access a 
mainstream school place in Lancashire. Some children have Special Educational Needs 
for which they access school provision outside of Lancashire.  Special Educational 
Needs provision is managed by LCC's SEND Team and is not covered by this response.  
The Strategy for the provision of school places and school's capital investment 2015/16 
to 2017/18 provides the context and policy for school place provision and schools capital 
strategy in Lancashire.  Over the coming years, Lancashire County Council and its local 
authority partners will need to address a range of issues around school organisation in 
order to maintain a coherent system that is fit for purpose, stable, and delivering the best 
possible outcomes for children and young people. 
 
Pressure for additional school places can be created by an increase in the birth rate, 
new housing developments, greater inward migration and parental choice of one school 
over another.  If local schools are unable to meet the demand of a new development 
there is the potential to have an adverse impact on the infrastructure of its local 
community, with children having to travel greater distances to access a school place. 
 
In a letter from the DfE to all Chief Executives, the Minister of State for Housing and the 
Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for Schools jointly stated that 'where major new 
housing developments create an additional need for school places, then the local 
authority should expect a substantial contribution from the developer towards the cost of 
meeting this requirement'. 
 
The SPT produces an Education Contribution Methodology document which outlines the 
Lancashire County Council methodology for assessing the likely impact of new housing 
developments on school places, where necessary mitigating the impact, by securing 
education contributions from developers. 
 
In order to assess the impact of a development the School Planning Team consider 
demand for places against the capacity of primary schools within 2 miles and secondary 
schools within 3 miles.  These distances are in line with DfE travel to school guidance 
and Lancashire County Councils Home to School Transport Policy. 
 
Planning obligations will be sought for education places where Lancashire primary 
schools within 2 miles and/or Lancashire secondary schools within 3 miles of the 
development are: 
 
• Already over-subscribed, 
• Projected to become over-subscribed within 5 years, or 
• A development results in demand for a school site to be provided. 
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Response to the Consultation 

Lancashire County Council responded to the previous Preferred Options consultation 
July 2016 were it set out issues regarding the need for additional school places at 
specific time scales of the local plan.  The table below was included in the previous 
response and still indicates the need for additional forms of entry. 

Based on the Housing Land Supply (HLS) information provided by the district enables 
LCC to forecasts the situation up to 2021 assuming that five years is a reasonable 
period to deliver all housing in the HLS. 

LCC assess housing over three planning areas across Burnley: 

Burnley Central 
Burnley Rural 
Padiham 

Within the preferred options local plan the housing trajectory showing the distribution of 
development planned for Burnley to 2032 is included, as follows: 

Site Area  Years 1–2 
2014-2016 

Years 3–7 
2017-2021 

Years 8–12 
2022-2026 

Years 13–17 
2027-2031 

Years 18 
2032 

TOTAL 
HOUSI
NG 

Sites under 
construction 
& Preferred 
Allocations 

360 1,397 1,493 867 67 4,184 

TOTAL 360 1,397 1,493 867 67 4,184 
Primary Sec Primary Sec Primary Sec Primary Sec Primary Sec 

*Multiply by
average 
yield 
Primary = 
0.17 
Secondary = 
0.09 

61 32 237 126 254 134 147 78 11 6 

Indicative 
level of 
school 
places/ 
possible 
sites 
generated 
throughout 
the plan 

1 FE 1-1½ 
FE 

In total ½ 
secondary 

site 

½ - 1 
FE 

* Specific yield should be applied to developments to reflect housing mix, in compliance with CIL.

The housing target for Burnley has slightly reduced however the figures previously 
highlighted provide the most accurate review of school capacity.  From this information, 
these sites could bring forward the need for 3½ additional primary forms of entry and 
approximately 376 secondary school places over the five phases. 

The policy would be to expand existing schools as a preferred choice understanding that 
the infrastructure is already in place and the school standards good or outstanding. 
Schools requiring improvement would not be considered until assessed to have 
achieved the required improvements.  
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Depending on the position and feasibility of expansion of existing schools at the time of 
delivery of developments, there are some concerns regarding future expansion at a 
number of schools across the district increasing their form of entry.  In particular, the 
Burnley Central planning area or the actual site size closest to a development and the 
issues Section 77 legislation. 
 
Based on the updated situation across the district, there is a potential requirement for 
additional primary sites and an additional secondary school site.  Given the scale of 
developments and the need to assess the feasibility of existing sites for expansion as 
stated above. At this point SPT would look toward Burnley planning to secure 
contribution/land or both from developers for the future needs of education. 
 
Given the scale of development in Burnley we would welcome the opportunity to enter 
into further discussion with the possibility of securing additional primary school sites in 
these areas, or if there are any groupings of small sites which could have an impact. 
This includes any changes to strategic sites or potential windfall sites achieving or 
exceeding the districts housing targets. 
 
To measure the impact on the local schools within the area to ascertain whether an 
education contribution would be required. An education contribution could include a 
school site, however, any developments which already have planning permission or 
developments where a planning application has been submitted and our assessment 
already sought will have already been counted, therefore, this position is expected to 
represent our maximum requirement. 
 
Applications are assessed on all dwellings being 4 bed using this as a worst case 
scenario for pupil yield and supply updated assessment at the reserved matters stage.  
It is noted that policies on each development provides a percentage of bedroom mix 
however until the application at reserved matters has been received the worst case 
scenario would be used, understanding that the pupil yield would reduce if the bedroom 
mix reduces. 
 
Rural developments in their size may not have adverse impact on the local school 
however the cumulative impact of a number of smaller rural developments may have 
adverse impact on the local rural school.  In their nature rural school are often small with 
limited expansion options and generally of a good standard often attracting children from 
neighbouring areas. In this case we advise a strategic approach to multiple small 
applications in one area and welcome the opportunity to engage at the earliest 
opportunity.  
 
Burnley's location to other Lancashire districts and that of Calderdale can both have a 
positive and negative impact on education.  The delivery of housing developments within 
a neighbouring district close to schools within the Burnley district may result in greater 
parental choice able to travel further. LCC receive application from the 12 districts for 
assessment however do not receive information from the unitary authorities or those 
outside Lancashire.  Careful monitoring is required to understand the impact of inward 
and out ward migration.  Regular reviews of planning applications through planning 
applications and face to face meeting will assist in forward planning potential impact. 
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School planning have been consulted at various stages of the local plan including the 
recent duty to consult meeting between Burnley Planning officers and LCC School 
Planning.  Prior to this LCC have attend events including the consultation event 
Feb 2014 issue and options. Previous responses have made reference to the 
Infrastructure Delivery Plan IDP which is seen as an important document setting out how 
infrastructure would be delivered and how funding for infrastructure will be met.  

An updated IDP is not included in the documents to be submitted to the inspectorate and 
previous responses including the last response July 2016 made references to the 
production of the IDP stated there was out of date information.  The IDP is a living 
document and therefore request to be involved at the earliest opportunity to provide up 
to date information into the revised IDP version to support the local plan. 

In Conclusion 

Lancashire County Council School Planning Team would like to thank Burnley Planning 
Department for the continued inclusion at each stage of the emerging local plan, and for 
the opportunity to provide the most up to date information regarding school place 
provision and planning for the district of Burnley. We look forward to continued 
information sharing through the consultation process or through specific planning issues. 

Yours sincerely 

Marcus Hudson 
Planning Manager 




